**2020 Accredited Manufacturers**

2020 Accredited Manufacturers are those who have had their catalog content validated by 2020 and also distribute that content via 2020 or the accredited manufacturer. 2020 Design users can be assured that the content delivered is of the highest quality, and they can design and specify from brand-specific catalogs with accuracy and confidence. You’ll recognize 2020 Accredited Manufacturers by the logo shown here.

**2020 Accredited Manufacturers include:**

- **Adornus**
- **ENS Kitchen and Bath**
- **Envoy Cabinets**
- **Glacial Wood Product**
- **J&K 10 Cabinetry**
- **JPD Kitchens**
- **LifeArt Cabinetry**
- **Lily Ann Cabinets**
- **Quality One Woodwork**
- **Sauder Woodworking**
- **Total Cabinet Modules**
- **Wellborn Forest Products**
- **Art for Everyday**
- **Artisan Manufacturing**
- **Hardware Resources**
- **IRON-A-WAY**
- **Legrand**
- **Osborne Wood Products**
- **Richelieu Hardware**
- **White River**
- **Cosentino**
- **Formica**

**Coming Soon:**

- **Broan Nutone**
- **Electrolux**
- **Jenn-Air**
- **Liebherr**
- **Sharp Electronics**
- **Thermador**

**Textures**

- **Dupont Corian**
- **Forbo Arbo**
- **US Marble**

---

2020spaces.com/2020Content
Manufacturers with Catalog Content

The following list includes more manufacturers who provide catalog content to 2020 Design users:

### Cabinet Manufacturers

- 6 Square
- Acorn Kitchens
- Adelphi Kitchens
- All Wood Cabinetry (Cabinet Liquidators)
- American Woodmark Corp.
- Aristocratic Cabinets
- Armoires de Cuisine Bernier
- Armoires de Cuisine Contessa
- Armoires Fabritec Ltee
- Armstrong Cabinets
- Arrowood Cabinetry
- Atnan Industries
- Bellmont Cabinets
- Benedetti Kabinetry
- Bentwood Kitchens
- Berth Cabinet Manufacturing
- Brandom Mfg. of Texas
- Breton Kitchens
- Bridgewood Custom Cabinetry
- (Hi Lo Ind)
- Cabinex
- Calvin & Deraiche
- Camio Cabinetry
- Can Save
- Candlelight Cabinetry
- Canyon Creek Cabinet
- Cardinal Kitchens
- Cartier Kitchens
- Challenger
- Charter of Lynchburg
- Christiana Cabinetry
- Classic Woodcraft
- Choice Cabinetry
- Columbia Kitchen Cabinets
- Compass Manufacturing International
- Corsi Cabinet Co.
- Crestwood Inc.
- Crystal Cabinet Works
- Cuisines Laurier
- Custom Cupboards
- Custom Designs & Manufacturing (CDM)
- Custom Wood Products
- Dakota Kitchen & Bath
- Decor Cabinets
- Denla
- DePere Cabinets
- Designers Choice Cabinetry
- Deslaurier Custom Cabinets
- DeWils Industries
- Distributions Option Kitchen
- DOB Designs
- Dura Supreme
- Dynasty Kitchen Cabinets
- Eastland Industries
- EBSU
- Edgewater Cabinets
- Elkay Cabinet Group:
  - Mastercraft Cabinets
  - Medallion Cabinetry
  - Yorktowne Cabinetry
- Elm Manufacturing
- Elmwood Kitchens
- Enterprise Wood Products
- Euro Craft Cabinets
- Euro Rite Cabinets
- EuroCrafts Inc.
- Evans Cabinet
- Executive Kitchens
- Fashion Cabinet
- Forevermark Cabinetry (TSG)
- Frendel Kitchens
- Furniture Origins USA
- Gepetto Kitchens
- Glenwood Kitchens
- Grabill Cabinet Company
- Grandview Products Co.
- Groupe Cabico
- Great Northern Cabinetry
- Greenfield Cabinetry
- Groupe Bois D’or
- Groupe Cabico
- Groupe Luxorama
- Haas Cabinet Co.
- Hagerstown Kitchens
- Hampshire Co.
- Hanssem Corporation
- Harlan Cabinets
- Hillcraft
- Holiday Kitchens
- Huggy Bear Cupboards
- Huntwood Industries
- Ideal Cabinets
- Imperia Custom Cabinetry
- Integrity Cabinets
- Irpinia Kitchens
- Jay Rambo Company
- Jim Bishop Cabinets
- JSI Cabinetry
- Just Cabinets
- Kabinart
- Kahle’s Kitchens
- Keener Kitchens Manufacturing Co.
- Kingswood Kitchens
- Kitchen & Bath Solutions
- Kitchen Depot of Huntington
- Kitchen Kompact
- Kith Kitchens
- Koch
- Komet
- Kountry Wood Products
- LaFata Cabinets
- Laminated Products
- Laminwood Products
- Laurysen Kitchens
- Lee-Lynn Wood Products
- Leedo Cabinetry
- Legacy Cabinets div. RNCC
- Lifetime Cabinets
- Luxe Cabinetry
- Luxo-Marbre
- Malibu Cabinets
- Marsh Furniture Co.
- Mascro Corporation:
  - Kraftmaid Cabinetry
  - Merillat Industries
  - Quality Cabinets
- Masterbrand Cabinets:
  - Aristokraft
  - Decora
  - Diamond Cabinets
  - HomeCrest Corp.
  - Kemper
  - Kitchen Craft Canada
  - NHB Industries
  - Omega Cabinetry
  - Schrock
- Mega Cabinets
- Merit Kitchens
- Miralis Kitchens
- Monarch Cabinetry
- Monda Cabinet Supply
- Mountaineer Woodcraft
- Mouser Custom Cabinetry
- Niagara Artcraft Woodwork Company
  (Artcraft Kitchens)
- Norcraft Corporation:
  - Fieldstone Cabinetry
  - Mid Continent Cabinetry
  - Starmark
  - Ultracraft Company
- Norelco Cabinets
- Norwood Fine Cabinetry
- Nu-Way Kitchens
Olympia Sales Company
(Crown Cabinets)
Pacific Crest Custom Cabinetry
Pacific Rim Cabinets
Paris Kitchens
Pennonville Custom Cabinets
Pilot Plumbing Products
Pioneer Cabinetry
Plain & Fancy Custom Cabinetry
Plato Woodwork
Popular Design Mill & Cabinet
Purewood
QuakerMaid Cabinetry
Quality Custom Cabinetry
Regal Kitchens
Republic Ind.
Rich Maid Kabinetry
Royal Cabinets
Rosebud Manufacturing
RSI Holding Corporation:
  Prestige
  Saco Industries
  Schmidt Cabinet Co.
  Schroll Cabinets
  Schuler Corporation
  Selba Industries
  Seville Cabinetry
  Shenandoah Cabinetry - division of
    American Woodmark
  Showplace Wood Products
  Smart Cabinetry
  Sunco
  Sunny Wood Products
  Superior Millwork (Superior Cabinets)
  Superior Woodwork
  Sweetheart Cabinetmakers
  TBA
  Team Efforts
  Tedd Wood
  Timberline Cabinets
  Triangle Kitchens
  Tru-Wood Cabinets
  Valley Cabinet
  Vermont Custom Cabinetry
  Ward’s Cabinetry
  Wayneco
  Wellborn Cabinet:
    Karman Kitchens
  Wenger Corporation
  Western Cabinets
  Westridge Cabinets
  Westwood Fine Cabinetry
  Wholesale Cabinetry
  Wood-Mode Cabinetry
  Woodcraft Industries
  Woodharbor Moldings & Millwork
  Woodland Cabinetry
  Woodmont Cabinetry
  WW Wood Products:
    Shiloh Cabinetry
    Wright’s Cabinets
    Young Furniture Mfg.

Appliances
B/S/H Home Appliances
  Bertazzoni
  Bosch
  Fisher & Paykel

Accessories
Blum
  Edge Lighting
  Enkeboll Designs
  Grand River Wood Products
  Rev-A-Shelf

Bathroom Fixtures
Pilot Plumbing Products

Countertops
Caesar Stone USA
  Dupont Corian Zodiac
  LG Hausys

Textures
Preview and apply exact textures from manufacturers including cabinet finishes, woodgrains and countertop materials.

In addition, preview and apply over 3,000 textures from the following vendors to any design:

Bélanger
Caesar Stone USA
  Dupont Corian
  Forbo Arborite
  Formica
About 2020
2020 helps professional designers, retailers and manufacturers in the interior design and furniture industries capture ideas, inspire innovation and streamline processes. By providing end-to-end solutions and the world’s largest collection of manufacturers’ catalogs, 2020 provides businesses with the software and content to be more efficient, integrated and productive.

Professional
Enabling professional designers to create kitchens, bathrooms, closets and commercial offices which look as stunning on the screen as they will in reality.

Manufacturing
Providing furniture and cabinet manufacturers a complete manufacturing operations management capability developed to meet their needs.

Retail
Empowering interior home improvement retailers to inspire the imagination of their customers and accelerate decision making.